Abstract: Testing strategies to quantify paramctric faults in a fully programmable, two-dimensional cellular neural network (CNN) are presented. The approach is intended to quantify system offsets, time constant mismatches, nonliiiearities in the multipliers and state nodes, and the magnitude of the dynamic range of operation which can lead to misconvergencc i n the CNN array. For some cases, the authorii present dynamic solutions by compensating thi: templates, the input data, and/or the initial condition values to minimise or cancel the undesired erfects. The proposed dynamic compensation techniques can be applied to any CNN independent of the array size or topology. To demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed techniques, the authors examine their application to an actual complex VLSI CNN implementation.
Introduction
The emergence or cellular neural networks (CNNs) has given origin to many applications [l] . Initially, inany of the applications were based on software systems that simulate the CNN behaviour based upon ideal computer models [2-51. Subsequently, VLSI hardware implementations of CNN arrays have evolved allowing for near 'real-time' image processing [6-141. Unfortunately results obtained from the CNN hardware may be nonideal due to the tolerances and typical lack of accuracy of analog designs [l:!]. A key issue is how to determinc the precision of templates for VLSI use as they may need additional tuning to perform in the same manner as the ideal ones [IO] . The problems are partly due to the inherent random nature of VLSI semiconductor frtbrication [17, 181. For certain combinations of template and input values to i.he CNN, these deviations can simply be detrimental. Various testing strategies liavc been explored to identify problems and in certain cases it is possible to compensate these problems [19] [20] [21] [22] . Sevcral parametric problems may arise during thc operation of a CNN. In this paper we consider only Consider a two-dimensional CNN array containing A4
x N locally connected cells. Any cell on the ith row and jth column, C(i, ,j), is connected only to its cells in its immediate neighbourhood. Fig. 1 shows the schematic of the generic CNN cell [23] . Each cell has a state x, a constant external input U and output y . The first order nonlinear dilfereiitial equation defining the dynamics of a cellular ncural network cell can be written as follows The corrective bias input, I", is then added to the desired bias input, I, dictated by the particular C N N application. A disadvantagc of this method is that although it corrects for the average offset, not all the cells have thc same offset and thus the offset is not completely climinated. A more robust scheme would be to correct the offset in each cell independently. The goal of thc local offset cancellation is to reduce each cell's offset to within a minimum error value around zero. The error is selected based upon the desired precision of the image processing. The offset reduction is achieved by manipulating both the input image and B template values such that the desired offset correction is applied to cach cell. The drawback of the local compensation technique is that the compensation values arc a function of the entries of the B template, and must be recalculated whenever the H template changes.
Let us first consider the case when all template values and the bias input are fixed at zero, except for the centre tcinplate element which is fixed to a nonzero valuc. If we apply an input corrective signal, each cell will have the relationship gl,,(t) = h,,u;,, which adds an external signal to the current value of the state node. Under this situation the equilibrium points of eqn. 3u are given as p + h . j I!',,.,
From eqii. 7 one can see that the local offset cancellation will take effect for
Notice that this cancellation scheme is in fact local because we have only considered a single cell. To use it in practice, U:.,, is added to the actual external input signal uI,,. Naturally, cell C(i, j ) is not isolated for all cases and one must take into consideration the effect of surrounding ccll inputs for template entries b,,j # 0. Thcrefore eqn. 8 can be extended to the following: We present now an example at the VLSI level (see After applying the global bias Correction input, the CCD simulation was repeated to see if the array would yicld the unfaulted result. Unfortunately, for this particular application applying the global offset correction did not yield the unfaulted expected result. Next, the local offset correction technique was applied to the faulted array. The CCD template shown above has the B template fixed at zero. For local correction, we must set the centre element of the B template to bi,, = 0.5V to allow each cell's input to influence the state of the cell. The necessary values to correct the offset were calculated based upon the h , , value, the transconductance of the multiplier circuit, and the integration resistance.
Tlic corrective input values required to cancel each cell's offset are shown in the third row of Table 1 . The corrective inputs wcrc applied and the offset i n each cell was reduced to lecc than 2linV. The CCD siniulation was repeated to see if the local offset correction restored thc exrected reqult Fortunately, the local compciisation technique corrected the cell misconvergence. Fig. 7 shows the uncompensated, the global compensated, and the local compensated results for each one of the 5ix cells. The results show that the globnl compenantion techniquc is not effective 111 correcting array misconvcrgencc. The local compensation tcchnique proved to be effective in correcting array convergence. 
Time constant mismatches
Ideally, all cells in the array have the same time constants. However, when the actual hardware is fabricated thcre are variations that result in time constant mismatches. 11' the mismatch is sevcre enough, the array will not coiivei-ge to the desircd values depending upon thc templates being used. For example, let LIS consider the black and white dithered image as previously shown in Fig 3u. Fig. 8 shows thc m o r map when cells C(5, 5) and C(6, 6) have a 20'% time constant mismatch. As with thc previous offset example, the same contrast-sharpener template in a time-multiplexing approach wi1.h a 10 x 10 C N N array was used.
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To see analytically the effect of time constant mis-
matches let us consider a cell C(i, j ) and its interaction with cell C(i, ,/+I). Let us further assume that C(i, j )
and C(i, ,/+I) have time constants zl and z2, respectively, and that I bias and both A and B templates are zcro except for entry q j t l . Consider now the case when Let us address now the testing procedure to characterise the time constants of each cell. First, the array is locally compensated to cancel the offset in each cell. The A template is fixed at zero and a pulse is injected into the bias input, I. The magnitude of the input pulse is chosen so that the resulting state voltage remains in the activation function's linecar region. The width or the pulse is chosen to be at least ten times the cell time constant to allow mismatches of up to 100'%1 to be measured. Each cell is monitored and the output voltage transition rrom zero to the maximuin output voltage is recorded. If we examine the solution of the equation representing the capacitor voltage charging from a zero initial value to a final value, 7, we obtain the following equation:
C(i,
As shown in eqn. 12, at time I = 32 the capacitor voltage will reach 95% of its final value. By measuring the time required to charge to this value, and dividing by three, we obtain the cell time constant. The psuedocode Tor thc procedure is given below:
(Time required to charge t o 95% of final value) In some cases, n global faster convergence can be achieved by (1) scaling eqn. 1 [26] or by (ii) changing tlie slope of the activation function using an annealing like technique [20] . Let us investigate in inore detail these two methods and determine the conditions under which thc CNN will work. For both cases consider thc steady state condition of cqn. 1. It is important to maintain the same equilibrium state as the transformations may lead to undesircd equilibrium points if eqn. 1 is not properly scaled. Let us first address case (i). The steady state scaled solution, by a factor n 7 , is shown in eqn. 13:
Notice that the left hand side of eqn. 13 is equivalent to having R' = R/M?. The scaling gives origin to a new time constant, z' < T. which will force the array to converge faster for i ?~ greater than 1. Therefore, by simply malting all template values including I directly proportional to the scaling factor in and in turn making the state resistor inversely proportional to ~7 , a f. a t e r convergence is achieved.
For case (ii) let us take a closer look at eqn. l h . Let LIS change the slope of this function as follows:
Notice in this equation that even though the saturation limits are thc same, the state is not, that is.
This gives tlie appearance that the state resistor has been reduced by a factor w. Unfortunately, with this scheme, the steady state solution is not the same as the one using an overall scaling f-actor. The effect is present only in the A template and hence unbalances tlx equation. However, in cases where the equilibrium point is not of interest, only the saturation lcvels, this scheme is deemed to be good.
Dynamic range
Dynamic range testing is important to determine the maximum and minimum template values that can be uscd with the current hardware architecture. Ideally, the maximum template entry value is bounded by the linear range of operation of the CNN circuit. In a similar manner. the miniinurn value is determined by its proximity to the noise floor base. In this section we formalise these two issues. Let us address first the maximum cntry value. An alternate method f-or determining the ideal template range involves characterising thc linearity of a path through the CNN. A total harmonic distortion (THD) analysis is uscd to obtain a figure of merit of each cell's linearity. To measure the linearity of the CNN array, we apply a sinewave to each cell input and measure the THD at the cell output. The frequency of the sinewave is chosen to be two decades lower than the bandwidth of the OPAMP to insure that the T H D is not degraded by the limited frequency response of the integrator. The magnitude of the input sinewave is varied from lil00 of the maximum linear input range to twice the linear input range. For this test we isolate the path from the cell input, through the multiplier, to the cell output by setting all templates to zero, except foi-centre B template entry which is set to a value of magnitude equal to the maximum linear input range. The data obtained from the THD analysis is graphed with T H D against the input sinewave magnitude to determine the ideal input range. A maximuin allowable T H D is selected and a line is drawn across the graph generated above. The niininiuin and maximum input values are located at the intersection of the THD graph and the maximum allowable THD. The pseudocode for the procedure is as follows: Consider a 1 x 6 VLSI CNN array zeroed using thc local compensation technique f'or the THD analysis. The A template and the I value are fixed at zero. The 6: teinplate has its centre elcinent fixed at 0.5V. The bandwidth of the O.PAMP used in the integrator was measured to be 1 MHz. As a result, a l0kHz sinewavc was chosen for this analysis to prevent the limited integrator bandwidth from influencing the results. The amplitude of the sinewave was varied from 51nV to 1 V and the resulting T H D was measured. If wc specify that the maximum allowable THD is 4'%, wc fix a minimum and maximuni input range by drawing a horizontal line across the graph and projecting the intcrsection downward. Fig. 9 shows the graph of T H D against the input si newave magnitude. By projecting the intersections of the graph and the maximum THD line we obtain a miniinurn absolute input voltage value of 0.025V and a rnaximuni absolute input voltage value of 0.45v.
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Conclusions
I n this paper we have presented testing strategies to quantify parametric faults in a fully programmable, two-dimensional cellular neural networks. The tecliniqiies allowed us to quantify system offsets, time coiistant mismatches, iionlinearities in the multipliers and state nodes, and the magnitude of the dynamic range of operation. In certain cases we presented dynamic solutions either by compensating the templates, the input data, andlor the initial condition values to miniinisc or cancel the undesired effects. We have shown that the dynamic compensation techniques can be applied to any CNN independent o f the array size or topology. The results show that thc compensation techniques can correct certain dynamic faults without the need or expense o f additional hardware.
